Overview of Athabasca Oil Corporation
Athabasca Oil Corporation (“AOC”) is a unique liquids-weighted intermediate producer. At AOC, we proudly and
responsibly produce Canadian energy to improve people’s lives. We are passionate, take ownership of our work, get
things done and are great at what we do.
The company has a predictable low decline thermal business with >1 billion barrels of top quartile reserves and low
sustaining capital requirements. Athabasca also has a de-risked light oil business in the Montney and Duvernay with peer
leading netbacks and a large inventory of development locations.
AOC has positioned itself with strong financial capacity of over $300 million (mostly cash) and no debt maturities until
2026. The corporate strategy is to generate significant free cash and provide superior returns to shareholders. The
company is on track to be debt-free by 2023, putting it in an enviable position relative to its peers. Sustainability is core
to the business with strong governance and a commitment to reducing emissions through its technology roadmap.
Athabasca has a track record of transformative projects including JV’s, M&A, royalties and unique marketing
arrangements. AOC offers a dynamic and exciting work environment for the right candidate. AOC is publicly traded on
the TSX under the symbol “ATH”.

Senior Thermal Development Engineer
We are currently recruiting for a Senior, Thermal Development Engineer, reporting to the Director, Thermal Development
to provide reservoir engineering input optimizing SAGD field development for the Hangingstone and Corner asset. The
successful candidate will also help develop strategies for future growth of the Hangingstone asset.
This position is based in Calgary.
Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible to create full-field development plans that integrate geoscience data, facility requirements, and
production forecasts to optimize future development for Athabasca’s Hangingstone and Corner assets
Responsible for cost, schedule, and quality of proposed and approved capital projects
Responsible for inputs into and conducting economic evaluation of capital projects
Identify and evaluate opportunities to debottleneck and increase total potential field production
Provide support to creation of annual budget, long range plans, and annual reserve evaluations
Ownership of optimal well placement, spacing and configuration to maximize the economic performance
Support preparation and execution of delineation and SAGD drilling programs
Preparation of technical documents and presentations for technical staff and management
Prepare presentations for Executive for Board presentations, budget, and reserves reviews
Evaluation of alternative recovery processes and production technologies

Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum BSc. in Engineering and have good standing with APEGA with P.Eng., designation
Minimum 10 years of development, or related, engineering experience with minimum of 5 years within SAGD
Experience in working within a multidisciplinary team, with involvement making daily operational decisions
Ability to create innovative solutions to enhance reservoir performance and optimize future development
Strong communication skills, both written and verbal
Must be legally entitled to work in Canada

Please email your resume with a cover letter to careers@atha.com with “Senior Thermal Development Engineer” in the
subject line of the email by August 26, 2022. We thank you in advance for your interest and note that only those selected
for an interview will be contacted.
Athabasca Oil Corporation is an equal opportunity employer.

